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Abstract
Social interactions contribute significantly to emotional regulation and, hence, foster resilience for psychopathological
states and diseases. In particular, social support is supposed to buffer the development and distress in Posttraumatic
Stress Disorder (PTSD). In the present study, we investigated the effect of different adult social housing conditions,
i.e., socially isolated vs. paired housing in dyads, and the presence of social support regarding development and
maintenance of PTSD-like symptoms in a mouse model of PTSD. In a first analysis, we could not detect effects of single
versus dyad housing of male mice on unconditioned anxiety, acoustic startle reactivity or sensitized and conditioned
long-term fear. However, mice housed in dyads displayed enhanced extinction of contextual fear 1 month after trauma.
In a second analysis, we did not find evidence for social support-like phenomena among dyad housed animals, if
traumatized mice were cohabited with a non-traumatized animal.
In summary, we could not detect social support-like phenomena among dyad housed male mice on the development
and expression of PTSD-like symptoms in an animal model, but impaired extinction of remote contextual fear in singlehoused mice.

Keywords: Posttraumatic stress disorder; Animal model; Social
animal housing; Social support; Anxiety
Introduction
Social interactions at the level of support, cognition and attachment
may contribute to emotional regulation and, if disturbed or absent, to the
development of mental disorders. In addition to human depression and
anxiety disorders [1], several studies have been published emphasizing
social components in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) [2]. In
particular, social support-like phenomena have drawn most attention
presuming that support helps buffering against psychological distress.
Meta-analyses examining risk factors of PTSD found that either the lack
of social support or actively perceiving support both before and after a
traumatic event are among the strongest predictors of PTSD diagnosis
or symptoms [3,4]. Additionally, an inverse relationship between
enhanced social support and suicidal behaviour has been observed in
PTSD populations [5,6]. However, the processes underlying the effects
of social context and support on development and maintenance of the
disorder have only been sparsely investigated [7].
Apart from human studies, substantial knowledge on the
neurobiology of social behavior has been gathered in experiments using
laboratory animals. Rats and mice are thought to be social animals.
Hence, prolonged isolation of animals, for instance by individual
housing, is frequently considered as a model of chronic stress as it
induces abnormalities in behavior and neurochemistry leading to
the theory of the “isolation syndrome” in mice [8]. Reports on social
isolation in rodents provide evidence for, e.g., increased anxiety-related
behavior [9], anhedonia-like symptoms [10], increases in alcohol intake
[11] and aggression [12]. In addition, the social environment also exerts
physiological consequences. For instance, solitary housing induces
reduced corticolimbic allopregnanolone levels [13], a down-regulation
of serotonergic neurotransmission [14] and impaired hippocampal
neurogenesis [15]. On the other hand, these findings strongly suggest
a beneficial outcome of group or colony housing on animal behavior.
Hence, social housing might favour alleviated emotional responses
in potentially aversive situations by empathy-like phenomena among
rodents [16-18].
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In recent years, we have established a mouse model of PTSD
[19,20] incorporating major criteria of the disease, i.e., symptoms of
re-experiencing, hypervigilance, avoidance and emotional numbing
[21,22]. A major psychobiological concept of PTSD assumes that
both fear conditioning and sensitization processes contribute to the
development and maintenance of the disorder [23]. Mice receiving
a single, inescapable electric foot shock develop strong traumaassociated contextual fear as well as non-associative, stress-related fear
(i.e., freezing to a neutral tone) [24], hyperarousal [25] and avoidance
behavior [26]. Intriguingly, these two components become manifest
with the passage of time and seem to represent independent behavioral
dimensions [24,25,27,28].
Regarding social factors, we could demonstrate the importance of
the early postnatal social context in terms of maternal experience on
the susceptibility to develop PTSD- like symptoms in mice [27]. Yet,
there seems to be also a significant genetic component of individual
susceptibility since the strain-dependent expression levels of PTSD-like
symptoms persisted inter-strain embryo transfers [29]. In adulthood,
enriched housing decreased the intensity of trauma-associated
contextual fear and compensated for trauma-related volume loss of the
hippocampus in our PTSD mouse model [30].
Expanding the analysis of the effects of early-life social conditions
on the individual susceptibility for developing PTSD, the present study
was aimed to investigate the impact of the social context in adulthood.
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(i) We first analyzed whether either socially isolated (i.e., single) or
dyad (i.e., paired) housing of adult male animals alters the susceptibility
of mice for developing PTSD-like symptoms after exposure to a single
aversive foot shock. (ii) As there is evidence for a social modulation and
buffering of aversive experiences in rats and mice suggesting empathylike phenomena in rodents [16-18], we examined whether cohabitation
of shocked and non-shocked mice could mitigate associative and/
or non-associative fear responses in our PTSD model. (iii) Finally,
we performed several complementary behavioral tests to investigate
additional anxiety-related parameters characterizing the PTSD-like
phenotype in these mice such as avoidance behavior of aversive places
(e.g., open arms of an elevated plus-maze test and the light compartment
of a dark/light test arena) or hyperarousal as assessed by the strength of
the acoustic startle reflex.

Methods
Animals
A total number of 70 male C57BL/6NCrl mice were used. Mice
were purchased from Charles River Germany (Sulzfeld, Germany) at an
age of 4 weeks and housed in groups of 4 – 5 mice per cage upon arrival
until an age of 6 weeks.
Thereafter, mice were separated in either individually housed
animals (single housing) or in pairs consisting of two animals per
cage (dyad housing). Mice of both groups were kept in parallel under
identical standard housing conditions in the animal facility of the Max
Planck Institute (i.e., Makrolon type II cages with sawdust bedding,
inverse 12:12h light-dark schedule with lights off at 09:00h, at 22 ±
2°C room temperature and 55 ± 5% humidity). Water and food were
provided ad libitum. Animals were allowed to habituate to the novel
housing conditions for another 3 weeks before starting the experiment.
All experimental procedures were approved by the local
governmental body and performed in accordance with the guidelines
for the care and use of laboratory animals set by the European
Community Council (86/609/CEE).

Foot shock application and tests of conditioned and sensitized
fear
The experimental setup and procedure has been previously
described in detail [19,20,31]. Briefly, experiments were performed
in two different contexts: Foot shock application and testing for
conditioned contextual fear was done in a mouse conditioning chamber
that has a cubic shape with two metal and two Plexiglas walls and a metal
grid floor. Sensitized fear was assessed in a neutral context consisting
of a Plexiglas cylinder with sawdust as bedding. Both contexts were
cleaned with detergents of different odours (conditioning chamber:
70% ethanol; neutral context: 1% acetic acid).
For shock application, animals were placed into the conditioning
chamber, and after 198sec a scrambled foot shock (2 sec duration, 1.5 mA
current intensity) was delivered via the metal grid. Animals remained
in the conditioning chamber for an additional 60sec before they were
returned to their home cages. For measurements of sensitized fear,
mice were placed in the neutral test context, and after 180 sec a 3 min
neutral tone (80dB, 9 kHz) was presented to the animals. Conditioned
fear was tested by exposing the animals to the conditioning chamber
for 3min without delivery of a second foot shock. As a measure of fear,
we assessed freezing behavior defined as the absence of all movements
except for respiration and the animal’s head remaining in a horizontal
position. Freezing data were averaged to 3min intervals and presented
as percentage of the analysis interval.
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Dark/light avoidance test
Mice were tested in a box (45×20×25 cm) that was divided into
two compartments: A light compartment that was brightly illuminated
with 300lux (comprising 2/3 of the arena) and a dark, non-illuminated
area. Walls and floor of the light compartment were made of white
PVC plastic, whereas the dark compartment consisted of black PVC
walls and a black floor. The two parts were separated by plastic walls
and connect by a 5 cm tunnel. For testing, animals were placed into
the center of the dark compartment and their behavior was recorded
on DVDs during a 5min test session. After each session, animals were
returned to their home cages and the arena was cleaned with water
containing liquid soap. The following behavioral parameters were
considered: the number of entries into the light compartment and the
total time spent in the light vs. the dark compartment or the tunnel of
the test arena. A valid entry was counted when the animal went into the
compartment with all four paws.

Elevated Plus-Maze (EPM) test
The apparatus had two open (30×5 cm) and two closed (30×5×15
cm) arms connected by a central platform (5×5 cm) and was elevated
40 cm above the floor. All parts were made of white PVC plastic. The
illumination of the maze was adjusted to yield 300lux in the open arms
and only 5lux in the closed areas. Behavioral testing was performed for
5 min with animals initially being placed onto the center of the maze
facing one of the closed arms. At the end of the experiment, animals
were returned to their home cages and the maze was carefully cleaned
with soap followed by clear water and drying. Each session was recorded
on DVD for the analysis of the following parameters: total number of
entries into and time spent in the open and closed arms. A valid entry
was defined by the four paws – criteria (see above).

Test of the Acoustic Startle Response (ASR)
The ASR reflects a transient motor response to a sudden unexpected
stimulus such as a loud noise. We measured it in four identical mouse test
chambers consisting of Plexiglas cylinders (inner diameter 4cm, length
8cm) mounted on a plastic platform essentially as described previously
[25]. In brief, each cylinder was located in a sound attenuated chamber
(SR-LAB, San Diego Instruments, CA). The movement of an animal
within the cylinder was detected by a piezoelectric element mounted
under each platform, and the voltage output was further amplified and
then digitized (sampling rate 1 kHz) by a computer interface. The startle
amplitude was defined as the peak voltage output within the first 50 ms
after stimulus onset. To insure identical output levels for each chamber
the response sensitivity was calibrated before startle measurement.
Startle stimuli and background noise were delivered through a
high-frequency speaker placed 20cm above each cage. The 6 different
startle stimuli consisted of white noise bursts of 20 ms duration and 75,
85, 95, 105, 115 and 120 dB intensities, respectively, and were presented
in a constant background noise of 50 dB. The intensity was measured
using an audiometer (Radio Shack, 33-2055). On control trials only
background noise was present. After a habituation period of 5 min, 10
control trials and 20 startle trials including stimuli at various intensities
were presented in a pseudo-random order. The inter- stimulus interval
was 15 sec on average (i.e., 13-17 sec, random order).

Experimental procedures
As presented in Figure 1A, the experimental design included six
groups of animals that received a foot shock (+) or remained in their
home cages (no shock) and were single housed or in dyads: (i) single
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Figure 1: Sensitized and contextual fear in an animal model of PTSD as a function of shock and housing conditions. (A) Mice were randomly assigned to 6 groups
(n=10-14/group). Mice were single housed and received an inescapable foot shock (2sec, 1.5mA) on day 0 (S+), another group of single housed mice remained
non-shocked (S-). Mice of the other groups were housed in pairs (dyad) with either both of them (D++), only one of them (D+-) or none of them (D--) receiving a
shock (note that we also analyzed the behavioral performance of the non-shocked cage mates of D+-, i.e. D-+). 4 and 5 weeks later (i.e., days 28 and 34), all mice
were first exposed to a 3min tone in a neutral test context () and then to the shock context (). Animals were further exposed to a dark/light avoidance test (day
54), to the elevated plus maze test (day 61) and to the acoustic startle response test (day 67). Freezing responses to the neutral tone (B) and the shock context (C)
on day 28. Change of freezing responses during repetitive tone (D) or context exposure (E). Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. of freezing behavior shown as
percentage over a 3min-tone or –context exposure. #p<0.05 d28 vs. d34 (Newman-Keuls posthoc test), *p<0.05 d28 vs. d34 (ANOVA with repeated measurements)
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housing and foot shock administration [S+] (n=11 mice), (ii) single
housing and no foot shock [S] (n=11 mice), (iii) dyad housing with
both animals receiving a foot shock [D++] (n=14 mice/7 dyads), (iv)
dyad housing with only one animal receiving a foot shock [D+-] (n=11
mice/11 dyads), (v) cage mate of the dyad (iv) that did not receive the
foot shock [D-+] (n=11 mice/11 dyads), and (vi) dyad housing with no
animal being shocked [D--] (n=10 mice/5 dyads).
In detail, animals were shocked on day 0. Four weeks later (day
28), animals were tested for sensitized and conditioned fear. On day 34,
testing for sensitized and conditioned fear was repeated to determine
desensitization- and extinction-like processes. After another three
weeks, additional anxiety parameters were assessed using the light/dark
avoidance test (day 54) and the EPM (day 61). Finally, on day 67, ASR
was determined as a measure of animal hyperarousal.
All experiments were performed during the activity phase of the
animals (between 10:00h and 18:00h). Freezing behavior, anxiety-like
behaviors and startle responses were measured in different testing
rooms in order to prevent context generalization. The animals’ behavior
during each test was recorded on DVDs (except for the ASR test), and
later scored off-line by a trained observer blind to the experimental
condition using a customized freeware software (EVENTLOG by
Robert Henderson, 1986).

Data analysis
For analysis of behavioral components of single vs. group housing,
factorial analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were employed with shock
and housing (i.e., experimental groups S+, S-, D++, D--) as betweensubject factors. In case of the analyses of desensitization and extinctionlike processes in fear conditioning experiments or of ASR experiments,
we performed an ANOVA with repeated measurements were we
included housing (single vs. dyad housing), extinction (day 28 vs. day
34), support (D++ vs. D+- mice) or intensity as additional withinsubject factor. Post hoc comparisons were performed using NewmanKeuls tests. For analyses of behavioral consequences of social support
(D+- vs. D++), two-group comparisons were performed with t-tests for
independent groups (unpaired t-test) or by means of ANOVAs with
repeated measurements.
Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 5.0
(GraphPad, CA), Statistica 5.0 (StatSoft, OK) and SPSS 16.0 (SPSS, IL).
Statistical significance was accepted if p<0.05.

Results
Effects of housing conditions on sensitized and conditioned
fear
We first assessed the sensitization component of incubated fear
Test
DL Test
Entries light comp. (#)

by exposing the animals to a neutral context and measuring freezing
to a neutral tone. Shocked mice displayed significantly higher
levels of freezing 4 weeks after conditioning compared to controls
(Fshock(1,42)=159.6, p<0.001; Figure 1B), whereas housing did not affect
freezing behavior (Fhousing(1,42)=0.6, p=0.45; Fshock*housing(1,42)=0.8, p=0.36).
To assess whether social support alleviates fear sensitization, we
compared freezing levels between animals of group D+- vs. D++.
Intriguingly, shocked mice whose cage mates did not receive a foot
shock (i.e., D+- group) showed even nominally increased tone freezing
compared to mice of the D++ group (t23=1.8; p=0.08).
We next tested the animals for contextual fear by exposing them
to the shock context. We observed significantly higher freezing in the
shocked vs. control animals (Fshock(1,42)=503.5, p<0.001; Figure 1C),
whereas housing had no significant effect (Fhousing(1,42)=0.6, p=0.44;
Fshock*housing(1,42)=1.0, p=0.33). Social support failed to affect contextual
fear (D+- vs. D++ mice: t23=0.4, p=0.67). Mice were re-exposed to the
neutral test chamber and tone and to the conditioning context one week
later (i.e., experimental day 34) in order to assess whether different
shock and housing conditions modulate desensitization and extinctionlike processes. Shocked mice displayed a significant decrease in freezing
behavior during the second tone presentation (ANOVA with repeated
measurements, S+, D++, D+-: Fextinction(1,34)=61.5, p<0.001; Figure 1D),
whereas single or dyad housing had no effect (Fhousing(1,34)=1.0, p=0.32;
Fextinction*housing(1,34)=1.6, p=0.22). In terms of contextual fear (Figure 1E),
single housed animals showed almost no extinction of contextual
fear from day 28 to day 34 compared to shocked, dyad housed mice
which displayed significantly reduced freezing to the shock context
on day 34 (Fextinction*housing(1,33)=9.1, p=0.005). No differences in tone and
context extinction could be observed between D++ and D+- animals
(tone freezing: Fsupport(1,23)=2.7, p=0.12; context freezing: Fsupport(1,22)=0.02,
p=0.91).

Effects of housing conditions on unconditioned anxiety
Dark/light avoidance test: Shocked animals entered the light
compartment less frequently than non-shocked mice (Fshock(1,40)=14.1;
p=0.001; Table 1), while housing per se did not alter these transitions
(Fhousing(1,40)=0.5, p=0.50; Fshock*housing(1,40)=1.0; p=0.33). No significant
effects of shock or housing could be detected for the time the mice
spent in the light or dark compartment as well as the tunnel of the test
arena (time in light compartment: Fshock(1,40)=1.6, p=0.21; Fhousing(1,40)=0.4,
p=0.55; Fshock*housing(1,40)=0.2, p=0.66; time in dark compartment:
Fshock(1,40)=3.9, p=0.06; Fhousing(1,40)=0.2, p=0.88; Fshock*housing(1,40)=1.2,
p=0.29; time in the tunnel: Fshock(1,40)=1.8, p=0.18; Fhousing(1,40)=0.7,
p=0.41; Fshock*housing(1,40)=1.0; p=0.33). Social support by a non-shocked
cage mate failed to significantly change light avoidance (D++ vs. D+-:

Experimental groups
S+

S-

D++

D+-

D-+

D--

2.5 ± 0.9

6.8 ±1.1

2.8 ± 0.8

5.5 ± 1.2

6.2 ± 1.0

5.3 ± 0.8

Time light comp. (sec)

47.2 ± 14.3

69.7 ± 11.3

45.1 ± 15.0

71.5 ± 14.2

63.0 ± 10.3

55.9 ± 9.0

Time dark comp. (sec)

236.9 ± 15.7

184.8 ± 13.1

215.9 ± 22.5

202.9 ± 17.2

202.9 ± 12..2

207.3 ± 6.7

Time tunnel (sec)

15.9 ± 4.9

45.5 ± 7.0

39.0 ± 19.8

25.6 ± 4.1

34.1 ± 3.2

43.5 ± 2.7

EPM-test
Entries open arms (#)

2.2 ± 0.6

3.9 ± 0.9

2.9 ± 0.5

4.2 ± 0.8

2.6 ± 0.7

1.9 ± 0.6

Entries closed arms (#)

4.9 ± 1.8

11.6 ± 1.3

4.5 ± 1.3

3.1 ± 1.2

13.2 ± 0.9

9.4 ± 1.4

Time open arms (sec)

128.9 ± 38.6

50.7 ± 13.9

131.9 ± 33.1

174.1 ± 31.3

22.9 ± 8.1

21.0 ± 15.0

Time closed arms (sec)

97.7 ± 33.9

193.2 ± 13.9

110.3 ± 27.9

65.9 ± 23.4

204.9 ± 13.6

206.6 ± 15.8

Total arm entries (#)

7.1 ± 1.9

15.5 ± 1.5

7.4 ± 1.5

7.3 ± 1.8

15.8 ± 1.2

11.3 ± 0.9

Table 1: Unconditioned anxiety behaviors in a dark/light (DL) – or the Elevated Plus Maze (EPM) – test. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m., # presents number of
entries. For statistical analyses see text.
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entries into the light compartment, t22=1.9, p=0.07; time spent in the
light compartment, t22=1.3, p=0.21).
EPM. Surprisingly, shocked mice spent significantly more time
on the open arms than non-shock controls (Fshock(1,38)=11.7, p=0.002;
Table 1), whereas shock-related differences could not be observed for
entries into the open arms (Fshock(1,38)=0.2, p=0.66). However, shocked
mice showed an avoidance of closed arms compared to non-shocked
controls (entries closed arms: Fshock(1,38)=15.1, p<0.001; time spent in
closed arms: Fshock(1,38)=13.6, p=0.001). Mice having received a shock
showed significantly less total arm entries (Fshock(1,38)=14.1, p<0.001,
Table 1). The housing conditions per se again failed to significantly
affect behavior in any of the parameters studied (entries open arms:
Fhousing(1,38)=0.9, p=0.36; Fshock*housing(1,38)=3.7, p=0.06; entries closed
arms: Fhousing(1,38)=0.7, p=0.39; Fshock*housing(1,38)=0.4, p=0.55; time in the
open arms: Fhousing(1,38)=0.2, p=0.66; Fshock*housing(1,38)=0.3, p=0.59; time in
closed arms: Fhousing(1,38)=0.3, p=0.62; Fshock*housing(1,38)=0.0, p=0.99; total
arm entries: Fhousing(1,38)=1.5, p=0.23; Fshock*housing(1,38)=2.0, p=0.16). Social
support failed to significantly affect entries or time spent in the open
arms (D++ vs. D+-: open arm entries: t23=1.3, p=0.21; open arm time:
t23=1.1, p=0.28). Of note, 10 out of 34 shocked animals but only 2 out
of 30 non-shocked mice jumped off the open arms during the test (Chi
square = 5.412, p = 0.02). Jumping automatically led to exclusion from
further analysis.

Effects on acoustic startle responses
We finally investigated the effects of shock and housing on the
ASR of mice on day 67 after trauma. We observed a significant
shock effect (Fshock(1,41)=4.9; p=0.03) and a significant interaction of
the factors shock and intensity (Fshock*intensity(5,205)=2.3; p=0.04). Post
hoc comparisons revealed that shocked animals showed significantly
higher startle responses at 105, 115 and 120dB compared to nonshocked controls (Figure 2). This effect, however, was independent of
the housing conditions (Fshock*intensity*housing(5,205)=0.2, p=0.95; Figure 2).
Social support again failed to significantly impact on ASR (D++ vs.
D+-, Fsupport(1,115)=0.2; p=0.66).

Discussion
There is accumulating evidence suggesting that social support,

social cognition and attachment both before and after a traumatic
event represent major individual resilience factors for the development
and maintenance of human PTSD [e.g., ref. 2]. Therefore, we first
hypothesized that post-weaning individual housing of animals might
induce exaggerated fear and anxiety-related behaviors in our animal
model of PTSD when compared to dyad housed mice. Against our
expectations, dyad housing per se did not attenuate the initial fear
responses either to an unconditioned tone or to the conditioned
context 4 weeks after foot shock exposure. However, dyad housed,
but not single housed mice, showed extinction of contextual fear.
Enhanced extinction occurred independent of whether both mice and
only one animal of the dyad had been shocked. Desensitization-like
processes (as revealed by reduced freezing during re-exposure to the
unconditioned tone), however, could be observed in each group. These
data underscore the well-known impact of rodent social housing on
learning and memory in a variety of paradigms. For example, social
isolation impairs place preference conditioning [32] or extinction of
conditioned taste aversion [33], social memory [34] or contextual fear
conditioning [35]. However, reports on the putative aversiveness of
social isolation in rodents are ambiguous. Depending on several factors
such as species, laboratory strain, gender as well as duration and timing
of isolated housing and experimental procedures, contrasting findings
have been published concerning isolation-induced sequelae on anxietylike behavior [9,36-39], despair-like behavioral deficits [9,10] or activity
of the stress hormone system [40]. Accordingly, single housed, nonshocked mice of the present study did not differ from pair housed
non-shocked mice in any behavioral measure, including anxiety-like
behavior shown in the light/dark avoidance or EPM test. As rats and
mice are thought to be social mammals, transmission of emotional
information to a conspecific has been repeatedly shown to influence
rodent behavior or stress responses [41]. For instance, observation of a
fearful rat or mouse induces distress and also fear-related behaviors in
a conspecific [18,42]. Such process is known as observational learning
of fear and occurs across species [43]. Similarly, recognizing a cage
mate in pain increases the observer’s pain sensitivity suggesting also
empathy-like phenomena among rodents [16]. On the other hand,
presence or interaction with a non-fearful conspecific is able to mitigate
conditioned fear in rats [44,45]. Such phenomenon, referred to as social
buffering, is frequently observed in situations where an animal has been

Figure 2: Acoustic startle responses as a function of shock and housing conditions. The startle response is presented as averaged startle amplitude elicited at six
different intensities (i.e., sound pressure levels in dB) at day 67. Data are displayed as means. #p<0.05 S+ and D++ vs. S- and D-- (Newman-Keuls post hoc tests)
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housed with conspecifics after an aversive experience. Because of these
findings, we further investigated whether social buffering affects the
development, expression or maintenance of PTSD-like symptoms by
comparing the behavior of dyads with two shocked mice vs. dyads with
a shocked and non- shocked mouse. We failed to detect any significant
difference for non-associative or associative fear responses between
these dyad housed groups of mice. Instead, we even observed a nominal
increase in freezing to the unconditioned tone in those shocked animals
that were housed with non-shocked mates (i.e., D+-). So far, these data
exclude a fear alleviating effect of our social housing conditions in the
context of our PTSD model.
In a further series of behavioral analyses we investigated the impact
of the foot shock and housing conditions on anxiety-related behaviors
in the EPM- and the dark/light test. In the dark/light test, shocked
animals spent significantly less time in the light compartment and
made nominally fewer entries into it suggesting increased avoidance of
the aversive compartment of the arena. This anxiogenic response was
independent of social housing conditions. Unexpectedly, shocked mice
spent significantly more time on the open, brightly lit arms of the EPM.
At the same time, shocked mice did not only avoid the aversive zone of
the apparatus, but avoided the closed, i.e. protected, arms. Usually, an
increased open arm activity is interpreted as reduced anxiety-related
behavior, for instance mediated by the action of anxiolytic drugs [46],
whereas anxiogenic effects are thought to be indicated by reduced open
arm time and entries. In light of these considerations, the increased open
arm preference shown by conditioned animals was rather surprising.
However, a plausible explanation of this paradox result might be the
generalization of fear responses, which is associated with a vigorous
inhibition of (locomotor) activity whenever the animals are exposed to
a novel, potentially aversive context [26]. Interestingly, Radulovic et al.
[47] reported a similar result of increased open arm preference and low
locomotion on the EPM after contextual fear conditioning in mice. In
contrast to the incubation period needed for the development of PTSDlike symptoms in mice, this effect may be attributed to the sensitization
stress per se as it was observed already 24h after the conditioning
procedure and in animals that had received an immediate shock upon
exposure to the conditioning context which precluded the formation of
associative contextual fear memory.
Finally, we assessed the impact of shock sensitization on the
acoustic startle response and found that shocked mice displayed
increased acoustic startle. This effect was independent of social
housing. Increased startle reactivity is suggested to be indicative of
enhanced anxiety sensitivity and hyperarousal as a core symptom of
PTSD [48]. Accordingly, several clinical studies reported a proneness of
individuals suffering from PTSD to show exaggerated startle responses
in threatening contexts [49,50] which further supports the face validity
of our PTSD mouse model.
This study has some limitations as we did not analyse the social
organisation of the dyads. Thus, we can only speculated whether there is
social buffering at all among male C57BL/6NCrl mice or whether it has
no effect on PTSD-like symptoms. Potentially, high levels of territoriality
and intolerance against a same-sex conspecific that occurs repeatedly
among cohabitating adult males under laboratory housing conditions
could prevent the occurrence of social buffering [39]. Moreover, we
only considered same-sex (male) dyads. This leaves the question
open whether mixed male/female dyads would ameliorate PTSD-like
symptoms. In addition, our study did not consider distinguishing
(theoretical) differences of empathy and social buffering that might
occur between siblings, mating pairs or unrelated cage mates. However,
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several studies in mice did not observe differences in empathic fear or
pain responses between strangers, cage mates or sibling [16,51], which
speaks against a prominent role of the factor relatedness or familiarity.
In summary, social context appears to modulate basic aspects of the
fear system in humans, and social support among humans is supposed
to foster resilience. Although studies of social cognition, bonds and
support in rats and mice repeatedly reported alleviating effects on
anxiety or stress, we were not able to find social support-like buffering
of PTSD-related symptoms by non-shocked or shocked cage mates.
Because of the ecological characteristics of mice with a single male
dominating the cohort and a large territory [52], future experiments
should deal with the cohabitation of male and female animals to provide
a more natural situation of social support.
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